Listening: B2

A lecture about an experiment
Listen to the lecture about a science experiment to practise and improve your listening skills.

Before listening
Do the preparation task first. Then listen to the audio and do the exercises.

Preparation task

Complete the text with the correct form of the word in brackets.
Pitch is the name (1)……………………………… (give) to a black substance that can be manufactured
from petroleum, coal tar or plants. It was (2)……………………………… (original) used in road
(3)……………………………… (construct), boat- (4)……………………………… (build) and waterproofing roofs. It is
known for its viscosity (being semi-fluid), its (5)……………………………… (sticky) and its
(6)……………………………… (elastic). In fact, pitch is the world’s (7)……………………………… (thick) known fluid.
An experiment to let drops of pitch form and then fall has been going for 92 years
without (8)……………………………… (interrupt).

Tasks
Task 1

Circle the best answer.
1. The pitch drop experiment is …
a. the oldest experiment in history.
b. the oldest experiment that is still running today.
c. the longest experiment in 1927.
2. The creator of the experiment wanted to …
a. have an experiment that lasted a long time.
b. show the dangers of everyday materials.
c. show that common substances have extraordinary properties.
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3. Pitch is a substance …
a. that looks solid but is actually liquid.
b. that looks liquid but is actually solid.
c. that doesn’t appear to be liquid or solid.
4. The first time a drop of pitch fell was …
a. eight years after the experiment began.
b. three years after the experiment began.
c. forty years after the experiment began.
5. Which of the following sentences is not true about Professor John Mainstone?
a. He never saw the pitch drop.
b. He was responsible for the experiment for over fifty years.
c. He took over the experiment in 1927.
6. In the year 2000, …
a. an electricity failure meant the pitch drop was not filmed.
b. scientists set up a live stream of the experiment.
c. the ninth drop of pitch fell.

Task 2

Complete the sentences with one to three words.
1. When pitch is at room temperature, you can break it ……………………………… .
2. Professor Parnell put pitch into a glass funnel, let it cool, then turned it ………………………………
and cut off the top.
3. In total, only ……………………………… have fallen from the funnel.
4. The next pitch drop is expected to fall in ……………………………… .
5. In 1988, the scientist responsible for the experiment missed seeing the pitch drop
by ……………………………… .
6. The speaker notes it’s interesting how news about a slow experiment can
spread ……………………………… .

Discussion

Do you know of any other famous experiments? What are they?
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Transcript
In today’s lecture we’re going to be talking about experiments, and I thought it might be
interesting for you all to learn about the world’s oldest continuously running laboratory
experiment that is still going today. In fact, it holds the Guinness World Record for being the
longest-running experiment. This experiment began in 1927 and has been going ever since.
It’s called the ‘pitch drop’ experiment and it was created by Professor Thomas Parnell at the
University of Queensland, Australia. Parnell was the university’s first physics professor, and he
wanted to show in this experiment that everyday materials, such as pitch, can have quite
surprising properties.
You see, when pitch is at room temperature, it feels solid. You can easily break it with a
hammer. However, it isn’t in fact solid. At room temperature, pitch is many billions of times
more viscous than water, but it’s actually fluid.
In 1927, Professor Parnell took a sample of pitch. He heated it and poured it into a glass
funnel. He allowed the pitch to cool and settle – for three years. He then turned the funnel
upside down and cut the top off it.
Since then, the pitch has slowly dropped out of the funnel. How slowly? Well, the first drop
took eight years to fall. It took another forty years for another five drops to fall. Today it’s
been almost 90 years since the experiment started. Only nine drops have fallen from the
funnel. The last drop fell in April 2014 and the next one is expected to fall in the 2020s.
The experiment has a tragic story associated with it. Professor Parnell died without seeing a
pitch drop. His replacement, Professor John Mainstone, became responsible for the pitch
drop experiment from 1961. He held the job for 52 years, and missed seeing the drop fall
three times – by a day in 1977, by just five minutes in 1988 and finally in 2000, when the
webcam that was recording the experiment suffered a power outage for 20 minutes, during
which time the pitch dropped.
The pitch drop experiment is something we can all participate in now. There’s a live web
stream that allows anyone to watch the glass funnel and wait for the fateful moment. A similar
experiment to the Queensland pitch drop was set up in Dublin, and the video of the moment
the pitch actually dropped went viral on the internet. It’s interesting to see how a very slow
event can spread news so quickly.
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Answers
Preparation task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

given
originally
construction
building
stickiness
elasticity
thickest
interruption

Task 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

b
c
a
a
c
a

Task 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

with a hammer / easily
upside down
nine drops / 9 drops
the 2020s
five minutes / 5 minutes
quickly / fast / so quickly / so fast / very quickly / very fast
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